Myths of Origin: Folktale Scholarship and Fictional Invention in Magazines for Children
The beginning of all nations must be ever buried in obscurity, or, at all events, blended with fables and legends. 1 I prick up my ears like an old horse at sound of the hunt, whenever there is the slightest reference to what is called folk-lore. 2 'As the "boy is the father of the man," it may not be amiss to draw the attention of our young readers to the boyhood, if we may so term it, of England', the Boys of England announces in 1866. Picturing a liberal history of continual ascent, the author marvels 'What magic has transformed the howling young savage of the wilderness -the wolf-hunter of English woods and hillsinto the brave yet refined, muscular yet withal gentle boy reader of this Journal?' 3 It was not just cheap boys' weeklies that presented English youth as the apex of evolutionary development, and marvelled at the process that had brought them there. Many juvenile magazines were fascinated by that same quest for origins -with tracing national, racial, cultural and linguistic roots.
This chapter offers sustained analysis of three middle-class monthliesAunt Judy's Magazine, Good Words for the Young and the Monthly Packetwhich provide surprising insights into the significance of that quest for young Victorian readers. All three titles were fascinated with folklore, with a distant history accessed through the 'fossil poetry' of the past. 4 All three drew on recent developments in comparative philology and 'savage' anthropology, displaying an interest in the fairy tale that was not simply reducible to commercial or didactic motives. These titles were the first to publish major work by some of the best-known writers of Victorian fairy tale and fantasy, including George MacDonald, Charles Kingsley and J. H. Ewing. Those classic works, I argue here, were partly inspired by the folkloric researches that their first child audiences shared as common knowledge.
Rather than proffering a 'top-down' model of scientific popularisation, I suggest that the findings of philology and anthropology were used in new ways in magazines for children. These periodicals' appropriations of comparative mythology have much to tell us about middle-class engagements with childhood, gender, class and race. For if fairy tales could be used to prepare children for their roles within domestic and public, and national and imperial spheres, they were also assumed to capture the 'timeless' essence of childhood, linked to an idealised Romantic child who led back to the childhood of the race. In these magazines, the child could be simultaneously cast as an impressionable individual in need of instruction, a critical reader, and the passive object of a powerful myth of origins. However, in correspondence columns, those readers also answered back -from the perspective of aspirant writers as well as that of consumers.
'Highmindedness and refinement' versus 'cheap and nasty literature': Defining the middle-class juvenile monthly
The 1860s marked a key stage in the rise of the juvenile magazine: as Sheila Egoff has revealed, at least seventy new titles were launched between 1860 and 1870 alone. 5 The new sixpenny children's monthlies employed marketing strategies that set them apart from the cheap denominational children's titles, which had assumed guaranteed niche markets since the beginning of the century.
6 As Mark W. Turner notes, Norman Macleod, editor of Strahan's adult title Good Words (1860), helped to move the magazine away from the cheap weekly religious market into an arena where it competed with secular monthlies such as the Cornhill (which it had overtaken in circulation by 1863).
7 Good Words rejected a denominational religious positioning and adopted high-profile signed contributions, strategies later adopted by Macleod in his editorship of the juvenile sibling launched in 1868, Good Words for the Young. In October 1869, when Macleod announces George MacDonald as Good Words for the Young's new editor, he foregrounds MacDonald's commercial prestige:
The Boys and Girls who read this Magazine -and every Boy and Girl of sense does so -may now rest assured that, like a splendid racing yacht, Good Words for the Young will beat all competitors, having such a fine 'Old Boy' at the helm, and a steady 'North Wind' at his back.
8
Although the periodical targeted both genders (often running a serialised domestic fiction and an adventure story simultaneously), the use of such metaphors of masculine adventure was in marked distinction to the opening address of Aunt Judy's Magazine, which compares the magazine to a bouquet of spring flowers.
9 There were, however, many similarities between the two titles. They were sixpenny monthlies that employed eminent
